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ABSTRACT: Unspecific peroxygenases (UPOs) are fungal
enzymes that attract significant attention for their ability to
perform versatile oxyfunctionalization reactions using H2O2. Unlike
other oxygenases, UPOs do not require additional reductive
equivalents or electron transfer chains that complicate basic and
applied research. Nevertheless, UPOs generally exhibit low to no
heterologous production levels and only four UPO structures have
been determined to date by crystallography limiting their
usefulness and obstructing research. To overcome this bottleneck,
we implemented a workflow that applies PROSS stability design to
AlphaFold2 model structures of 10 unique and diverse UPOs
followed by a signal peptide shuffling to enable heterologous
production. Nine UPOs were functionally produced in Pichia pastoris, including the recalcitrant CciUPO and three UPOs derived
from oomycetes�the first nonfungal UPOs to be experimentally characterized. We conclude that the high accuracy and reliability of
new modeling and design workflows dramatically expand the pool of enzymes for basic and applied research.
KEYWORDS: unspecific peroxygenase, yeast, Pichia pastoris, enzyme design, heterologous expression, protein stability

■ INTRODUCTION
Unspecific peroxygenases (UPOs) are secreted, fungal
enzymes that have attracted great interest in recent years.1−3

They perform versatile oxyfunctionalization reactions like
hydroxylations and epoxidations on a broad substrate scope.4

In contrast to P450 monooxygenases, UPOs do not rely on
molecular oxygen, NAD(P)H, and electron transport chains
but solely require hydrogen peroxide as a cosubstrate, in which
the oxygen is already prereduced.5−8 They are divided into two
major groups: long- and short-type UPOs (group I and II) of
approximately 45 and 29 kDa.

The stability of UPOs, their substrate scope,4 and turnover
numbers (TONs) of up to 900,000 strongly favor them for
industrial application.9 So far, the main limitation to using
UPOs has been their poor and difficult heterologous
production. Although databases contain sequence information
on >4000 putative UPOs,4,8 only about 50 have been
heterologously produced since the discovery of this family in
2004.10−21 Thus, selecting UPOs for fundamental and applied
research is dominated by considerations of heterologous
production, limiting the phylogenetic and functional scope of
enzymes that have been subjected to research.

As extracellular enzymes, UPOs require an N-terminal signal
peptide that coordinates cell trafficking and secretion. The
importance of the signal peptide choice regarding the quantity
of the secreted target protein has been demonstrated in a

previous work: An AaeUPO variant (hereinafter: PaDa-I),
which was evolved for higher heterologous production, exhibits
nine mutations compared to the wild type, four of them are
within the signal peptide. The mutations in the signal peptide
alone resulted in a 27-fold improvement in functional
production in Saccharomyces cerevisiae.15 Building on this
work, our lab pursued an approach that focused on rapidly
testing a signal peptide panel derived from yeast organisms,
basidiomycetes, ascomycetes, and animals rather than evolving
the natural signal peptide. With that approach, the production
level in S. cerevisiae of the AaeUPO variant PaDa-I could be
further doubled compared to the evolved signal peptide.18 This
signal peptide shuffling technique further enabled the
production of six other UPOs.18 Further increase in
heterologous production was achieved through a combined
shuffling of a promotor and signal peptide library in Pichia
pastoris (syn. Komagataella phaf f ii).19

In addition to poor secretion, low heterologous production
could be due to marginal protein stability.22 Production under
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non-native conditions such as overexpression or the use of
heterologous expression systems can lead to improperly folded
proteins or aggregation23 resulting in low protein yields.
Increasing native-state stability may consequently lead to
improved yields. Campaigns to enhance stability and
production levels by introducing beneficial mutations based
on directed evolution have been successful.24,25 However, the
high labor intensity of this iterative approach renders it
challenging to use when multiple enzymes are targeted.
Furthermore, these approaches require detectable starting
levels of secretion and activity in the relevant host, but some
UPOs exhibit none. To address such challenges in heterolo-
gous production, in recent years, several algorithms have been
developed to design stabilizing mutations.26−29 Among them is
the Protein Repair One-Stop Shop (PROSS) algorithm.23,30

PROSS combines phylogenetic analysis with Rosetta atomistic
calculations to design multipoint mutants with a favorable
native-state energy. In dozens of previous studies, stability
increases were accompanied by gains in functional production
levels after a single design calculation and experimental
screening of 3−5 constructs per protein target.31,32 These
studies include, among others, the successful design of
challenging oxygenases, such as high-redox potential laccases
and versatile peroxidases (VPs).31,32

Until recently, however, PROSS was limited only to the
small fraction of enzymes for which crystallographic structures
are available. With only four experimentally determined UPO
structures, this class of enzymes is not amenable to atomistic
design calculations.17,33−35 In a previous study dedicated to
improve the functional expression of VPs using trRosetta, a
legacy AI-based structure predictor, and PROSS, three of 11
enzymes that could not be functionally expressed in yeast
before were functionally produced and characterized.31

The dramatic recent improvement in AI-based ab initio
structure prediction methods such as AlphaFold2 has enabled
predictions that are almost as accurate as those obtained from
X-ray crystallography.36,37 These groundbreaking develop-
ments could enable the use of AlphaFold2 to provide
structures for PROSS designs and empower researchers to
unleash the full potential of improving protein production and
stability directly from sequence with no recourse to
experimental data. In the current study, we combine the
much more accurate AlphaFold2 predictor with PROSS and
signal peptide shuffling to 10 UPOs, achieving unprecedented
levels of success with nine enzymes exhibiting functional
heterologous expression compared with only one of the 10

wild-type enzymes exhibiting limited functional expression
(Figure 1).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sequence Selection, Design Calculations, and Library

Construction. We chose eight short-type UPOs derived from
phytopathogens (Table 1), as UPOs from phytopathogenic

fungi may be involved in coping with plant defensive
compounds.38,39 Gaining access to those enzymes could
prove to be a crucial step in understanding their role in the
natural environment. Three of these UPOs originate from
nonfungal oomycetes, which are more closely related to algae
than fungi, further expanding the scope and novelty of our
study as these would be the first functionally characterized
UPOs from nonfungal origin.40,41 In addition to these short-
type UPOs, we subjected two challenging long-type UPOs
derived from basidiomycetes to prove the generality of the
protocol (Figure 2). In previous work, we used signal peptide
shuffling to successfully produce an UPO derived from
Galerina marginata in S. cerevisiae; yet, the recombinant
enzyme did not exhibit detectable activity.18 Another UPO
derived from G. marginata, which exhibits 94% sequence
identity to the one we selected, was shown recently (after the
start of our work) to be functionally expressed in P. pastoris.14

Throughout this work, we use the name GmaUPO referring to
the first published GmaUPO.18 CciUPO has so far only been
produced in Aspergillus oryzae16,42 and not in any fast-growing
microbe but holds substantial scientific interest for its relatively
high activity levels.11,43−47

Figure 1. Overview of the different steps of the work protocol.

Table 1. Overview of the UPOs Studied in This Work

enzyme original organism type division/class

BciUPO Botrytis cinereaa short-type Ascomycota
BlaUPO Bremia lactucaea short-type Oomycota
CciUPO Coprinopsis cinerea long-type Basidiomycota
CgrUPO Colletotrichum graminicolaa short-type Ascomycota
ChiUPO Colletotrichum higginsianuma short-type Ascomycota
FgrUPO Fusarium graminearuma short-type Ascomycota
FoxUPO Fusarium oxysporuma short-type Ascomycota
GmaUPO Galerina marginata long-type Basidiomycota
PcaUPO Phytophthora cactoruma short-type Oomycota
PinUPO Phytophthora infestansa short-type Oomycota
aPhytopathogenic organism.
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The ten selected UPO sequences were modeled using
AlphaFold2 (AF2; October 2021 release) and relaxed via the
AF2 suite using AMBER. All models show high predicted
reliability (average pLDDT score >90% for the best model).
The model with the highest pLDDT score out of five
calculated models for each target was subjected to the
PROSS stability design.

PROSS combines phylogenetic analysis and Rosetta atom-
istic calculations to restrict design choices at each position
according to their likelihood to occur in evolution and to
stabilize the native state. In the final step, Rosetta
combinatorial design is used to compute up to nine designs
per starting structure with varying numbers of stabilizing
mutations. As AF2 does not model ligands, we used the
previously determined structures of MroUPO (pdb:5FUK) and
PaDa-I (pdb:5OXU) as templates for determining the
positions involved in the essential heme and magnesium
(Mg2+)48 binding. All AF2 models aligned well with the
reference crystal structures (long UPOs root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) to 5OXU: <0.5 Å; short UPOs RMSD to
5FUK: <1.1 Å). Furthermore, the amino acids that coordinate
heme and Mg2+ exhibit similar constellations as those in the
reference crystallographic structures (Figure S18). These
amino acids were not allowed to mutate or change
conformations during design calculations. The design was
further restricted in the substrate tunnel, putative N-
glycosylation sites, regions that structurally vary between the
five calculated AF2 models, regions with low AF2-predicted
accuracy (pLDDT <90% or 5 Å from these residues), and

segments that are aligned to only a few sequence homologues.
Finally, three designs for each enzyme were selected with
different mutational loads of low (7−13 mutations, on average
4% of the sequence), medium (14−22 mutations, on average
7% of the sequence), and high (21−34 mutations, on average
11% of the sequence) for experimental testing (Table S1).

Seventeen different signal peptides18 were fused to each of
the 30 enzyme variants (three PROSS designs for each of the
10 UPO enzymes) leading to 510 different designs that were
analyzed. All signal peptides and utilized vectors are available
via Addgene (Yeast Secrete and Detect Kit #1000000166).
Functional Expression of Stabilized UPOs. Each variant

was analyzed for its activity toward the two peroxidase
substrates: (i) ABTS (2,2′-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-
sulfonic acid)) and (ii) DMP (2,6-dimethoxyphenol). Addi-
tionally, secretion was detected via a split-GFP assay49 (Figures
S1−S10).

PROSS designs of nine of the 10 UPO targets showed
detectable secretion via the split-GFP assay (Figure 3). Of
these nine, seven were active toward at least one of the
substrates under screening conditions with five displaying
activity toward ABTS and seven toward DMP (Figure 3).
Solely, FoxUPO exhibited no secretion or activity.

Secretion and activity greatly varied among the PROSS
variants. For CgrUPO and FgrUPO, the highest secretion levels
were seen in the PROSS designs with the lowest mutational
load. For BciUPO, CciUPO, ChiUPO, and PinUPO, the
highest secretion levels were achieved with a medium
mutational load. BlaUPO, GmaUPO, and PcaUPO showed

Figure 2. Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of selected previously known and heterologously produced UPOs (before September 2023) and our
new UPO targets using Jukes−Cantor genetic distances. Basidiomycota (green), Ascomycota (red), and Oomycota (blue) (Table S3). UPOs in
bold font were examined in this work. The dotted lines separate UPO sequences of group I and II (short and long UPOs). Generated with
Geneious Prime 2023.1.2 (Biomatters Inc., Auckland, New Zealand).
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the highest secretion levels with the design carrying the highest
number of mutations (Tables S1 and S2). Thus, as observed in
previous studies, the number of mutations introduced during
design is only weakly correlated with the observed improve-
ment in production levels.50

We also observed a huge variation in secreted enzyme levels,
depending on the signal peptide. This variation can be
demonstrated, for instance, by ChiUPO secretion relative to
the positive control (MthUPO). The best ChiUPO PROSS
variant (ChiUPO_d7, 19 mutations, medium mutational load)
led to three different signal peptide-dependent secretion levels:
(i) within a range of 100−300% of the fluorescence signal
compared to the positive control, (ii) between 20 and 60% of
the positive control signal, and (iii) below 10% of the positive
control fluorescence signal (Figure S1). This observation

further emphasizes the enormous potential of signal peptide
shuffling.18,19

The best-performing signal peptide varied among the
different UPOs. During the screening of GmaUPO and
CciUPO variants, we confirmed that long-type UPO signal
peptides were generally more prevalent for these long-type
UPOs.18,19 GmaUPO showed the highest secretion level and
activity with its natural signal peptide. In contrast, short-type
UPOs did not show a preference for any signal peptide group,
as previously observed.18,19 To reduce the screening effort of
future studies of long-type UPOs, our results recommend using
a reduced library containing only long-type UPO signal
peptides. The diversity in signal peptides and differing
mutational loads for the different PROSS variants indicates
the strength of the combined approach, as neither the most

Figure 3. Comparison of the best PROSS design (orange) of each UPO with its corresponding wild type (yellow), expressed with the same signal
peptide under screening conditions. Empty vector as the negative control (gray). Display of all three screening assays ABTS, DMP, and split-GFP.
For each assay, the values are standardized to the positive control (MthUPO, not displayed). Only the ABTS assays of CciUPO_d7 and
GmaUPO_d9 were standardized to the PROSS variant. The mutational load of the chosen PROSS variant (low, medium, or high) is given in italics.
Data are mean ± SD. Measurements were performed in general with eight replicates (n = 8), n = 6 in the case of CgrUPO_d4, and n = 12 in the
case of ChiUPO_d7.
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suitable signal peptide nor the best PROSS design can be
determined a priori; yet, the effort required to screen their
combinations is more limited than a typical in vitro evolution
campaign.

To assess the significance of the PROSS mutations on the
enzymes, the best-performing signal peptide for each enzyme
was combined with the corresponding wild-type variants. Most
wild-type UPOs exhibited some degree of secretion, according
to the split-GFP assay. Only wild-type GmaUPO and wild-type
BciUPO showed increased secretion compared to their
respective PROSS designs. All other wild-type UPOs displayed
decreased secretion rates compared with the PROSS designs
(Figure 3). Upscaling experiments revealed that secretion of
wild-type BciUPO was not possible in shake flasks, while the
best PROSS design of BciUPO (BciUPO_d7, medium
mutational load) was actively secreted under these conditions,
suggesting that the production conditions are another critical
determinant of functional production.50 The only wild-type
enzyme that showed activity during this work was CciUPO, but
its activity level was fivefold lower than the best PROSS design
for this enzyme (Figure 3). From these experiments, we
conclude that although some of the selected UPOs are
producible in their wild-type form, the PROSS designs showed
higher production levels, and the design process was essential
for obtaining functional UPOs.
Diverse Enzyme Characteristics and Substrate Scope

in Designs. For each enzyme, we chose the PROSS design
and signal peptide combination that showed the highest

activity for DMP or ABTS (Figure 3 and Table S2) for
subsequent shake flask expression and enzyme character-
ization. The occurrence and correct identity of all enzymes
were confirmed via LC-MS (Figure S17 and Table S7). The
UV absorption spectra showed the characteristic of heme−
thiolate proteins with a Soret band maximum around 420 nm
for BciUPO_d7 (424 nm), CciUPO_d7 (418 nm), CgrU-
PO_d4 (420 nm), ChiUPO_d7 (410 nm), FgrUPO_d5 (415
nm), GmaUPO_d9 (418 nm), and PcaUPO_d9 (417 nm)
(Figure S13). For BlaUPO_d9 and PinUPO_d7, this
maximum could not be detected due to challenges during
purification and potential problems in heme incorporation
(Figure S13).

We analyzed the substrate scope for each enzyme using
concentrated supernatant, and TONs were determined with
GC-MS. We chose test substrates that demand two-electron
peroxygenase activity rather than one-electron peroxidase
activity as these are the more challenging reactions (Table
2). Among the substrates were two with activated C−H bonds
(NBD [5-nitro-1,3-benzodioxole] and ethylbenzene), styrene
as an epoxidation substrate, the aromatic substrate naph-
thalene, and the two aliphatic substrates, cyclohexane and
octane with nonactivated sp3-carbons. Very low enzyme
concentrations (production titer <0.5 mg/L) for ChiUPO_d7
and FgrUPO_d5 after shake flask expression impeded
determining their substrate scope.

The overall highest activities were demonstrated by the two
long-type UPOs, CciUPO_d7 and GmaUPO_d9. Styrene was

Table 2. Selection of Oxyfunctionalization Products Obtained with PROSS-Stabilized UPO Designsa

aTONs are based on GC-MS measurements if not stated otherwise and comparison with product standards. TON data are mean ± SD of
measurements performed in triplicates. Reaction conditions are as follows: 4 mM substrate, 1.5 mM H2O2 (slow addition over the course of the
reaction), 5% acetone (v/v), 250 nM enzyme, 0.1 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), 2 h reaction time, 30 °C. bReaction time overnight.
cTONs are based on absorption measurement. TON data are mean ± SD of measurements made in triplicates.
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converted to styrene oxide with more than 3000 TONs by
both enzymes, and ethylbenzene was mainly overoxidized to
acetophenone with nearly 2500 TONs (Table 2). Both
activities are within the range of other UPOs like PaDa-I
(4000 TONs for ethylbenzene hydroxylation and 3000 TONs
for styrene epoxidation) or MthUPO (500 TONs for
ethylbenzene hydroxylation and 1100 TONs for styrene
epoxidation).18,51 Both long-type UPOs also exhibit activities
toward nonactivated C−H bonds, shown here by the
conversion of cyclohexane to cyclohexanol with more than
1500 TONs and the oxyfunctionalization of octane with total
TONs of 730 (GmaUPO_d9) and 1010 (CciUPO_d7) (Table
2), which is within the range of MthUPO,51 but significantly
lower compared to 20,000 TONs for PaDa-I.52 Activity toward
styrene epoxidation was also displayed by BlaUPO_d9,
BciUPO_d7, CgrUPO_d4, PcaUPO_d9, and PinUPO_d7,
the latter four also convert NBD, but all reactions lead only
to low TONs between 20 and 270 (Table 2). These results

further demonstrate that BlaUPO_d9 and PinUPO_d7 are
indeed functionally produced, even though they did not show
activity toward ABTS or DMP under screening conditions,
leading to a total of nine functionally produced UPOs.
Aromatic hydroxylation was detected for BciUPO_d7,
BlaUPO_d9, CciUPO_d7, CgrUPO_d4, GmaUPO_d9, and
PcaUPO_d9 with naphthalene as the substrate but with low
TONs between 12 and 184.

The determined enantiomeric ratios (e.r.) for styrene oxide
(13) and 1-phenylethanol (5) show only small differences
between the investigated enzymes with a lowest e.r. of 59:41
(CciUPO, styrene oxide) and a highest e.r. of 85:15
(GmaUPO, 1-phenylethanol). All enzymes showed a prefer-
ence for the R enantiomer in the case of both products (Table
S8).

In addition to the substrate scope, we also determined the
apparent transition temperature (Tm) for all best PROSS
designs produced in both P. pastoris and S. cerevisiae. The

Table 3. Comparison of the Transition Temperature (Tm) and Onset of Aggregation (Tagg) for Selected PROSS-Optimized
UPOs Expressed in Both P. pastoris and S. cerevisiae

expression host P. pastoris C-terminal-tag TwinStrep
(two additional tryptophan)

expression host S. cerevisiae C-terminal-tag His2 (no
additional tryptophan)

enzyme
fluorescence

shift Tm Tagg
a

fluorescence
shift Tm Tagg

a
ΔTm = Tm (Pp) − Tm (Sc)

(°C)

BciUPO_d7 blue 44.3 ± 0.2 °C 33.9 ± 0.5 °C red 59.4 ± 0.2 °C n.d. −15.1
CciUPO_d7 blue 58.7 ± 0.3 °C 63.9 ± 0.9 °C red 46.6 ± 0.3 °C 56.2 ± 0.3 °C +12.1
CgrUPO_d4 blue 42.8 ± 1.4 °C 37.7 ± 0.1 °C red 54.3 ± 0.1 °C n.d. −11.5
ChiUPO_d7 red 62.7 ± 0.1 °C n.d. red 54.4 ± 0.1 °C n.d. +8.3
GmaUPO_d9 blue 58.5 ± 0.2 °C 49.9 ± 0.2 °C red 46.7 ± 0.3 °C 46.0 ± 0.9 °C +11.8
PcaUPO_d9 blue 50.0 ± 1.6 °C 41.1 ± 1.3 °C red 52.9 ± 0.1 °C n.d. −2.9
aOnset of aggregation; n.d.�not detected, data are mean ±SD, and measurements were performed in triplicates.

Figure 4. Comparison of fluorescence intensity change during temperature increase for BciUPO_d7 and CciUPO_d7. Both enzymes were
expressed in P. pastoris (with the C-terminal TwinStrep tag) and S. cerevisiae (with the C-terminal His2 tag). The ratio of fluorescence intensity at
350 nm/330 nm is shown in the upper row, and the first derivative of this fluorescence ratio is shown in the lower row. The inflection point, at
which the transition temperature Tm in each case was determined, is marked (orange dotted line).
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enzymes expressed in P. pastoris contained a C-terminal
TwinStrep tag for purification while the counterparts from S.
cerevisiae carried a C-terminal His2 tag. Both sets of UPOs
were purified via respective affinity chromatography. To
investigate the thermal stability, we applied nano differential
scanning fluorimetry (nanoDSF). Parallel to the fluorescence
measurements, we detected light scattering to determine the
potential onset of aggregation. Interestingly, the resulting
temperature values for both sets were different depending on
the production host and C-terminal tag. For P. pastoris as the
production host, ChiUPO_d7 showed the highest apparent
transition temperature with 62.7 °C. Both long-type UPOs
CciUPO_d7 and GmaUPO_d9 showed similar transition
temperatures of about 58.6 °C. The lowest transition
temperature was measured for CgrUPO_d7 with 42.8 °C
(Table 3, Figures 4 and S15A). Comparing the transition
temperatures of the recombinant enzymes secreted from S.
cerevisiae, BciUPO_d7 had the highest Tm with 59.4 °C,
whereas the lowest value was found for CciUPO_d4 with 46.6
°C (Table 3, Figures 4 and S15B). The transition and onset
temperatures of BlaUPO, FgrUPO, and PinUPO could not be
determined with satisfying reliability due to very low enzyme
concentrations after purification. The data we obtained
revealed strong differences in Tm for the individual PROSS
designs, e.g., ΔTm of 15.1 °C for BciUPO_d7 with a higher
thermal stability when expressed in S. cerevisiae and ΔTm of
12.2 °C for CciUPO_d7 with a higher thermal stability when
expressed in P. pastoris. We further noticed a reverse trajectory
of the fluorescence intensity change (ratio at 350 nm/330 nm)
for BciUPO_d7, CciUPO_d7, CgrUPO_d4, and GmaU-
PO_d9. With increasing temperature, an increase in
fluorescence is observed for enzymes expressed in S. cerevisiae
with the His2-GFP11 tag, whereas a decrease is mainly
observed for variants expressed in P. pastoris with the
TwinStrep-GFP11 tag (Table 3, Figures 4 and S15).
Considering our approach, we introduced two additional
surface-exposed Trp residues which are present in the
TwinStrep-GFP11 tag53 in contrast to the His2-GFP11 tag.
If the majority of Trp residues beforehand are buried in the
enzyme, as is the case, e.g., for BciUPO_d7, adding two
surface-exposed Trp residues can lead to a different

fluorescence behavior as observed in our case. Regarding the
positioning of Trp in CciUPO_d7, which has rather surface-
exposed Trp residues (Figure S14), the blue shift trajectory, as
detected for the construct from P. pastoris as the host, can be
expected. Hence, the red-shifted progress of the enzyme from
S. cerevisiae is rather surprising. We assume that the
glycosylation pattern (both O- and N-glycosylation) might
play an important role in this context as well as in the
differences in protein stability. It is well known that
glycosylation can strongly affect protein folding and
stability54,55 as well as intrinsic protein dynamics56 and
therefore activity.57,58 Previous research also revealed the
influence of glycans on the fluorescence behavior of intrinsic
Trp fluorescence itself.59,60 Considering the differences
published for glycosylation patterns from P. pastoris and S.
cerevisiae,61 we therefore hypothesize that these differences
affect both enzyme stability and the fluorescence behavior of
our PROSS designs. Glycosylation has also been shown to
have an influence on the aggregation tendency of
proteins.62−64 The light scattering measurement to detect the
temperature for the onset of aggregation supports this finding
also for the enzymes investigated in the present study (Table 3
and Figure S16). While only CciUPO_d7 and GmaUP_d9
expressed in S. cerevisiae show typical aggregation behavior, the
aggregation tendency for the UPOs expressed in P. pastoris is
more pronounced. These data could be due to hyper-
glycosylation in S. cerevisiae.65 Overall, it is crucial to
acknowledge that both the host organism, along with the
resulting glycosylation pattern, and the chosen tag can
influence enzyme stability and folding behavior.
Structural Underpinnings of Functional Diversity.

Finally, we analyzed the AF2 structure models of the nine
UPOs that were functional following the design (Figure 5).
The models exhibit only minor backbone differences from the
reference crystallographic structure (Figure S18). The enzyme
active sites were not allowed to be designed, and any
differences in amino acids in them are strictly due to the
natural diversity of UPOs. Whereas the long-type UPOs
exhibit few amino acid changes in the active site (Figure
5A,C), the short-chain ones exhibit high diversity (Figure
5B,C). For instance, positions 55, 58, and 153 (pdb 5FUK

Figure 5. Active-site sequence diversity among successfully designed UPOs. (A) Long UPO active site. PaDa-I (pdb:5OXU) heme and active-site
residues are presented in purple sticks (unless glycine, only side chain atoms are presented) and Mg2+ is presented as a green sphere. DMP was
grafted from pdb:5OY2 and is presented in pink sticks. PaDa-I positions and identities are written next to each presented residue (left side). For
each position, the identities of CciUPO and GmaUPO in the same position are written on the right side, respectively. (B) Short UPO active site.
MroUPO (pdb:5FUK) heme and active-site residues are presented in purple sticks (only side chain atoms are presented) and Mg2+ is presented as
a green sphere. 1-Phenylimidazole was grafted from pdb:7O1X and is presented in pink sticks. MroUPO positions and identities are written next to
each presented residue (except for position 58 that is assigned as leucine, as 5FUK possesses T58L mutation; left side). For each position, the
identities of BciUPO, BlaUPO, CgrUPO, ChiUPO, FgrUPO, PcaUPO, and PinUPO in the same position are written on the right side. (C)
Identities of each UPO in the presented positions (only positions that are not completely conserved are shown). Long UPOs: PaDa -I, CciUPO,
and GmaUPO are 63−72% identical to one another. Short UPOs: CgrUPO and ChiUPO are 80% identical, PcaUPO and PinUPO are 87%
identical, BlaUPO is 66% identical to both PcaUPO and PinUPO, and all other UPO pairs are 25−50% identical to one another.
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numbering) exhibit hydrophobic identities in most of the short
UPOs and charged identities in some of the variants. Even
among the hydrophobic-to-hydrophobic exchanges, some are
predicted to change the sterics of the active site dramatically, as
in Val/Phe at position 153 and Gly/Leu at position 160. These
large changes in electrostatics and sterics are likely to change
the positioning of the substrate relative to that of the heme,
leading to the observed functional differences.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Due to their challenging heterologous production, only a few
UPOs are available for engineering campaigns, and their
respective crystal structures are rarely determined. The
improvement of ab initio structure prediction tools like AF2
provides access to numerous�if not all�UPO structures and
thus opens the way to structure-based stability design. We
combined AF2 for structure prediction, PROSS for introducing
stabilizing mutations, and signal peptide shuffling to increase
enzyme secretion. These three methods had not been
previously used in conjunction and enabled the production
of a highly challenging class of UPOs. Our success rate in
functional expression reached 90%, as only FoxUPO did not
show any activity or secretion. This rate is significantly higher
compared to our previous workflow where we combined only
the legacy trRosetta and PROSS without a signal peptide
shuffling, which resulted in the successful expression of only
three of 11 target VPs.31 PROSS proved to be very beneficial
for gaining functionally produced enzymes as (i) secretion
levels are increased substantially in most cases for the PROSS
design compared to the wild-type enzyme and (ii) eight out of
nine wild-type enzymes did not show any activity for the tested
screening substrates (ABTS and DMP), while seven PROSS
UPOs displayed activity on at least one of the screening
substrates (ABTS or DMP). All nine produced PROSS UPOs
were active on at least one tested substrate, if not a screening
substrate, then during substrate scope analysis with six
additional substrates. This high success rate demonstrates a
clear path to protein engineering of even challenging enzymes
using modern modeling and design software. In fact, our
success rate surpasses that of other PROSS applications31,50

suggesting that either the combination with signal peptide
shuffling has a beneficial effect or the AF2-predicted structures
offer an advantage over crystal structures. For the latter
possibility, we speculate that the high success rate may be due
to restricting designs in positions that exhibit low modeling
confidence (AF2 plDDT scores <90%) and their vicinity (this
functionality is automatically enabled in the PROSS web server
when AF2 models are used; https://PROSS.weizmann.ac.il).
Crystallographic structure analysis does not provide a
comparable way to assign confidence to structures.

Nevertheless, PROSS on its own is insufficient to gain
functionally active, secreted UPOs. In our work, we combined
30 PROSS designs of 10 UPOs with 17 different signal
peptides and screened them with three different assays to
determine the secretion level and activity for all combinations.
Our work shows again, in accordance with the previous
work,18,19 that no single most suitable signal peptide was found
for all UPOs, and secretion rates differed greatly between
different samples during the signal-peptide-shuffling screening.

Successful secretion of UPOs in a fast-growing microbial
host is the first essential step on the path to the facile access of
customized enzymes for industrial application. Seven of the
newly characterized enzymes derive from phytopathogenic

organisms. It may be interesting to study their effect on plant
material to gain further insights into the natural functions of
UPOs and their possible interaction with the plant defense
system. Three of the UPOs are derived from oomycetes,
extending the range of available UPOs, for the first time, to
nonfungal organisms.

It is important to note that design calculations were not
applied to the active site. The sequence variations within the
active site (Figure 5) are therefore entirely derived from
natural UPO diversity. In most cases, the variants introduce
multiple simultaneous changes relative to one another.
Combinations of mutations within the active site are likely
to be epistatic with one another or with mutations and
backbone differences outside of the active site.66−68 Such
epistatic relationships are known to slow functional innovation
in natural and laboratory evolution.69 Thus, our structural
analysis highlights the major strength of the design process:
instead of painstakingly re-engineering the active site and the
enzyme backbone, it exploits the natural structural and
sequence diversity to expose new substrate specificities and
reactivities. In the case of UPOs, thousands of natural
sequences are known, only a few dozen of which have been
successfully characterized until now. We envision that the
computational design will dramatically accelerate the discovery
of oxyfunctionalization reactions in this family.

Finally, the workflow we employed can be readily adopted
by other laboratories, as AF2 and PROSS are available by web
servers, and all required signal peptides and vectors for yeast
production and secretion have been previously deposited at
Addgene (Yeast Secrete and Detect Kit #1000000166).18,19 In
this study, we could readily identify the heme-binding site by a
comparison to two of the known experimental structures of
UPOs. If a homologous experimental structure is not known,
however, the active site may be identified by using other
means. Conservation analysis or prior experimental studies
may provide guidance in such cases. Additionally, recent
advances enable ab initio structure prediction of the protein
with known ligands.70 These new methods may extend the
pipeline that we have demonstrated here even to cases in
which no homologous structure has been experimentally
determined. Thus, the combination of AI-based structure
prediction and atomistic design can provide enzymologists and
protein engineers with access to a vast array of functions from
previously untappable natural enzymes.
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